School Council meeting 08/01/2019 – 2.30pm

Present – Staff- Miss Appleton, Mrs Tolley, Miss Price
Students- Thomas W, Callum, Karl, Owen, Zara, Morgan, Luke, Elliot M, Laura P

Purpose of meeting
To discuss fundraising ideas
Following on from a previous meeting where students had stated that they wanted to spend some
of their lunchtimes in a classroom accessing games, rather than going to the sports hall every day, it
was suggested that the students could think of ideas to raise funds to contribute towards the
purchase of new games. When asked how they might be able to contribute they were a little unsure.
I asked the council members if they were aware what a ‘sponsored event’ was. None of the
members knew so I explained the concept of sponsorship to them and they all agreed that it was a
good way to try and raise some funds. We then needed to think of an event that all students could
take part in and be sponsored for.
Karl suggested a sponsored walk, which most members thought was a good idea. Morgan suggested
going to Dell Stadium and using the exercise equipment that they had there. After some discussion
between all members it was decided that a general sponsored ‘sport’ event would be held, this way
students could choose whether they wanted to just do a walk, use the equipment at the Dell
Stadium or participate in a form of sport at school in the sports hall.
When asked when they would like the event to take place Morgan said, “when it warms up!” All
members agreed. As the focus at the minute with students is the upcoming performance of
Cinderella Elliot stated that the event should take place after that.
We next discussed how the event would be promoted. Callum suggested putting posters up, Karl
said that parents would need to be emailed. When asked how we would raise money Thomas stated
that a form would need to be sent home for people to fill in and sign. (sponsor form)
Before closing the meeting, I told members that I would liaise with the relevant staff to get a date in
the diary for the event and ensure that relevant information and sponsor forms would be sent home
in due course.

Meeting closed 3.02pm

